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ORSCO equals Controlled Oil Delivery
for your Chain Lubrication Applications.
Want to extend your chain life, reduce unscheduled downtime
while using less oil and ending up with a cleaner machine? This
is all possible with affordable ORSCO precision oil metering spray
lubrication system.
How? Using an unique metering injector, the Orsco System
provides a consistent metered amount of oil film to your
application point through it’s industry exclusive spray head. With
it’s adjustable controller, the oil is delivered on either a continual
or timed basis through a spray head located right where the
lubricant will be most effective.

Series 170 - A Simple Solution
Available as a complete system or in
two modular packages, Orsco’s Series
. has the flexibility and adaptability
170
to fit any piece of equipment.
With a injector cycle rate of up to
four drops per second, Series 170
effectively meets the lube
requirements of your most demanding
application.
Reliability and durability - Series 170
injectors are tested and rated at the
maximum injector rate for millions of
cycles.

Features & Benefits
• Fixed volume delivery improves lubricant control
• High injector Cycle rate can accommodate applications
requiring large amount of lubricant
• Three-piece reservoir design makes fluid levels easy to see
and the components easy to clean.
• Compact modular design with minimal external piping is
ideal for Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) applications
• Patented Spray nozzle design
• Easily adaptable modular package.
• Provides cost-effective environmentally lubrication while at
the same time not contaminating your products.
Complementing Orsco’s standard and custom designs, Flo’s
factory trained installation technicians install your system on-site
and as per your schedule.
End Result – you obtain a complete turnkey Solution consisting of
the ORSCO advanced oil lubrication system and installation.

About FLO Components Ltd

For over thirty years, leading companies in a wide range of industries have
depended upon FLO Components’ turnkey lubrication "Solutions" to
reduce unscheduled downtime and improve productivity.
In addition to customized systems, equipment & lubricants, FLO
Components’ “Solutions” include system design, on-site installation, in-

house and on-site service, scheduled on-site maintenance plans, personnel
training and lubrication audits.
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